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Abstract: Naturally mothers have many positive and valuable qualities within them. Since eternity mothers are 

adored in this universe. No family exists without selfless service and unique responsibilities of them. A mother 

easily manages family and social affairs through her inborn skills and tolerates many obstacles in life. Nature 

is considered as mother as she nourishes us keeping many resources. Earth mother tolerates every hurdle of 

ours and expresses her love. From the age old traditions strong influence of mothers is seen in management of 

human resources and other natural resources. While we call her our hearts fill with deep emotion, devotion 

and affection which are few of the important spiritual qualities. A mother starts workplace spirituality 

movement at home while she starts taking care of her children, educates them and provides selfless service not 

only to the children but also to all family members and does not expect anything from them in return. Her 

management skills are definitely sharper than other organizational managerial skills. The meaning of Sarsara 

indicates to a beautiful princess, who recognizes her true self as soul and keeps her mind with Divine. She has 

many beautiful skills and positive qualities with many spiritual and human values to rule over mankind with 

love and affection. By her touch humanity dwells in society and in human beings. This study focuses on the 

strong influence of mothers of Sarsara in spiritual and cultural movement in workplace started in the region of 

Bonai and highlights the benefits of their successful participation. This becomes clear from this study that 

spirituality expressed by mothers is widely accepted by gathering of people. Many management principles we 

learn from them as art and science and mothers strongly influence and motivate human resources for spiritual 

growth and nourishment of humanity in workplace. Hope this study will be beneficial for many researchers and 

people.  
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I. Introduction 

Beloved father BapDada says, “Sweet children, in order to create your fortune, engage yourself in God’s 

service. Mothers and Kumaris should be eager to surrender themselves to the Father. The Shiv Shaktis can 

glorify the father’s name.” (Sakar Murli, 2003/12/03) Every creature in this universe builds fortune and human 

beings are more aware for building fortune. Making fortune does not mean only to gain wealth and enjoy life. 

This depends on wisdom acquired within self. Here father of heaven indicates all human beings to engage in his 

(God’s) service. Every self in his memory gets unlimited courage to proceed ahead in life with many new 

inventions for many developments. Here God gives importance to Mothers and Kumaris (Virgins or nuns) to 

dedicate their lives towards him and do service. Eagerly they have to surrender themselves before Father of 

Heaven. To spread his wisdom across the universe and nourish humanity Father gives this responsibility in the 

hands of mothers and Kumaris. Dedicated Kumaris are regarded as the team of power or energy of Lord Shiv 

and hence they are termed as Shiv-Shaktis. However mothers who surrender before God and become devotional 

they not only serve for God but also serve for family and society by their powers of unlimited sacrifice. Mothers 

create fortune for other members of family including their children by their teachings. The day at home starts 

with the work of mother. All directly or indirectly depend on her. Starting from preparation of food to 

cleanliness of clothes and home all works are done by mother with proper care. Due to selfless affection always 

children love mother and they do not want to leave her for a moment. This affection helps a lot to transfer God’s 

message to the children. Mother of a family becomes the pure messenger of spirituality. Daughters learn 

worshipping while they observe that mother does the same at morning and evening. Home is also a workplace 

where specifically women work the entire day. Those are not service holders they remain whole day engaged in 

home. Making crafts, art, sieving, potteries and making some other domestic products become their habits. Such 

activities help the family with financial gain also. Exactly cultural and spiritual movement starts at home only 

while mothers celebrate various festivals and perform rituals at homes. The meaning of Sarsara specifies to a 

beautiful princess who is purely virgin or Kumari having many spiritual and human values within self. Sarsara 

also specifies the union of soul with Supreme Soul. While the princess dedicates her for Godly service becomes 
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a Shakti of Shiv and regarded as Sarsara. In this world in many civilizations Earth is considered as mother and 

worshipped. Every village in India is considered as a mother and every village has a special goddess who is 

worshipped by villagers eagerly. In many villages special occasions are organised and celebrated in praise of 

Goddess where they worship Earth or Nature as mother. This belief directly indicates that Nature mother of 

village protects them within her veil from obstacles and nourishes them with plenty of food materials during 

harvesting of crops and also in all seasons. This theme increases the importance of workplace spirituality and 

responsibility of a mother in society. If deeply we observe we know that the workplace spirituality movement 

starts from home. Active participation of mothers increases its importance. Glorifying God’s name through his 

true wisdom is a main responsibility and true theme of workplace spirituality which is carried out by devoted 

mothers and dedicated Kumaris. God’s name is glorified through proper service and humanity. Only we need to 

obey his wisdom and maintain purity. Thoughts and vibrations generated in mind on the basis of pure values. 

Values dwell with the wisdom while we hold these and remember God while at work and while at home. 

Fortune created through spirituality takes us towards marvellous success to achieve life’s beautiful goal. G. 

Konz and F. Rayon (1999) define workplace spirituality as the inner sense of people while work in a particular 

place where this inner sense grounds them in their works and allows them to connect with the transcendent in all 

they do with definite perceptions and feelings. Ann Crittenden (2002) realizes the price of motherhood as more 

valuable in this world based on spiritual feelings and describes motherhood as the main controller of family 

spirituality. Robert Bellah (2004) defines workplace spirituality as essence of work that is felt in a place in inner 

spirit where a team or individual member works with true value and effectiveness to understand work life 

balance properly. Kent Rhodes (2006) realizes importance of workplace spirituality and suggests the model with 

characteristics of a spiritual workplace. Six effects Rhodes describes as emphasizing sustainability, values 

contribution, prizes for creativity as it is an essential part of business cycle, cultivating inclusion, developing 

principles and promoting vocation. J. A. Smith and J.J. Rayment (2007) define workplace spirituality as a 

perception of human individuals and organizations where they see work as a spiritual path and as an opportunity 

to contribute something meaningful service to the society and here spirituality means a state of experience 

which provides individuals with direction or meaning of life along with feeling of understanding, support, inner 

wholeness and connectedness about care and compassion. Carole Brooke and Simon Parker (2009) define 

workplace spirituality as search of higher meaning of work and life while working effectively either at home or 

at any other place with Divine recognition to inner self and feeling the importance of self as truth in awakened 

state. Kumarmani Mahakul (2014) gives emphasis on understanding of spiritual purpose of life in workplace to 

earn values, morality and righteousness through right actions by practice of workplace spirituality and managing 

work life balance as per inner feelings. As per report of Mihir Ray of Times News Network, Sj. Jual Oram, 

(2015), Honourable Minister of Ministry of Tribal Affaires, Government of India shows his interest of feeling of 

long term demand of devotees and people to connect spiritual spot of Vedvyas through hanging bridge over 

Brahmani River to nourish easy communication and maintain workplace spirituality in the spot and declare 

sufficient fund for this purpose in special meeting. His service expresses his great spiritual attitudes.  

 

II. Having few objectives of such study 

To understand deep affection of mothers and concentration of spiritual nature it is essential to have such study 

that highlights and conveys the true meaning of life of mothers. To know the cultural abilities of mothers with 

respect to families and societies it is essential to judge their interests from their active participation. To mark the 

flow of spiritual wisdom inherited naturally by mothers in management of family and social affairs it is essential 

to go very deep about the study of workplace spirituality. To know the true direction and proceeding of 

workplace spirituality movement it is again essential to know the role of mothers properly in society and their 

spiritual abilities. To draw out secrets of origin of management principles it is essential to learn about 

management skills of mothers in workplace.  

 

III. Literature in favour of mothers and culture 

In many civilizations culture is also considered as mother. Celebration of festivals for nature or Earth mother 

gives birth to culture. Such activity brings human civilization ahead and theme of honouring mothers comes 

forward. The celebration of modern mother’s day is an example for such honouring to the mothers of the world. 

L. James Grold (1968) highlights the celebration of Mother’s Day custom in secular and religious boundaries. 

Mother’s day is celebrated in recognition of maternal bonds and influence of mothers in society and such 

celebration begins in Greek culture. In United States mother’s day is celebrated in second Sunday of the month 

of May, which falls on 10
th

 May in this year 2015. As per information given by S. A. Takacs (1996), Goddess 

Cybele is also known as Matar Kubeleya or Kubeleyan Mother which refers to the Mountain Mother Goddess or 

Earth Goddess. In Turkish this Goddess is known as Kibele, in Lydian Kuvava and in Greek Kybelis. Cybele 

Goddess is enthroned in a lion, cornucopia and Mural crown as observed in Roman marble art. In ancient 

Roman civilization Goddess Cybele is called as Magna Matar means Great Mother. The Roman festival of 

Hilaria and Christian celebration of Mothering Sunday which refers to the celebration of mother church, 
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mother’s day has come forward. In Indian societies people worship Goddess Durga who is also the Nature 

Goddess enthroned on lion or tiger. Goddess Cybele has many similarities with Goddess Durga. The theme of 

worshipping of Cybele is also almost similar to Indian worshipping. Sitting on the throne of lion or tiger 

symbolizes that Goddess mother has discarded all vices and has victory over violence. Because wining such a 

violated animal is not so easy task. However mother easily handles the violence and solves and sits in peace 

having victory. The nice message comes here that managing critical situation a mother has internal power. 

During Dusshera festival worshipping Goddess Durga not only promotes culture of active participation of 

women but also creates very good business environment. Many festivals in India are mother centred. This shows 

that there is no existence of society without mothers. The role of a mother is well recognized in this world and 

adored in many forms. Only we need to perceive the affection of a mother in our true heart and mind. The first 

mother of human civilization Mother Jagadamba Saraswati is praised and prayed several times in Rig Veda. 

Prayers offered to Goddesses like Usha Devi, Siniwali Devi and many more goddesses in Vedas highlight the 

importance of mothers and consider their rights in upper society. According to the information of English Murli 

of 16-04-2012, People consider Brahma as father. Brahma is senior mother but he is male that is why he is 

called father or Baba. Jagadamba Saraswati is mother of humanity and wisdom as she inherits spiritual 

knowledge from God through Brahma. Saraswati is daughter of Brahma. A virgin daughter too inherits the 

qualities of motherhood and in our society a father of a family very often addresses his daughter as mom. Due to 

pure state and celibacy Goddess Saraswati is also referred as Brahmachaarini. Jagadamba Saraswati is also a 

Kumari and she is daughter of Brahma. So she is also known as a Brahma Kumari. She really bestows the 

fortune of Bharat (India). Through her teachings only many children get the wisdom and enter the gate of 

heaven.  The name of village Sarsara is really derived from the name of Goddess Saraswati. Generally Sarsara 

again means the place where Goddess of wisdom teaches about spirituality and God’s principles. It means 

Sarsara is such a workplace where spirituality remains in practice of culture and customs and mothers play the 

superior roles in balancing work life strategies. In true sense God, beloved Supreme Father is only both mother 

and father. God is super mother as well as super father. God’s blessing becomes the apron and prevents from 

trap of colourful illusion. God loves us as children. A mother has spiritual quality of nurturing. Influence of a 

mother is important as this is eternal and infinite in nature. We learn from love of mothers. From the earliest 

days on Earth we remain in awakened state of memory of love and goodness which is experienced even from 

pre-mortal existence. Kumaris should show the wonders of motherhood in purity to nourish humanity. It is not 

like this that only one woman who gives birth to a child can feel and express motherhood. Woman who gives 

birth to children expresses motherhood and who does not give birth to any child can also express the 

motherhood. This is wonderful divine quality naturally and eternally present in them. Mother Teresa is nice 

example of such motherhood who has served the society by her unlimited love.  

     Workplace spirituality movement is not new in Sarsara although it has modern movement wing. From very 

ancient days Vaishnabas, Shaivas, Buddhist and many more monks of Jainas and different religions leave their 

mark of philosophical teachings which are clear from found old broken rock edicts. Information supporter Mr. 

Jashobanta Behera talks more about rapid improvement of village after modern spiritual awareness brought up 

by some sages and spiritual persons. His wife Smt. Mithila Pradhan also known as Manjulata clearly states 

about activeness of mothers of Sarsara in integration of public affairs with spiritual and cultural evolution of 

modern age. She tells that every mother of Sarsara has keen interest for uplifting the cultures which are in verge 

of extinction and for practice of workplace spirituality. She further indicates that many of the mothers are 

devotees and keep interest in worship and family festivals. The rapid movement of modern age spirituality is 

observed after the formation of spiritual and cultural organization like Paschima Bonai Panchasakha Kala 

Partishad having head quarter at Sarsara. This village witnesses many self help groups (SHG) of women with 

support of developing microfinance. SHGs of the regions also actively participate in such spiritual and cultural 

movement and spread the fragrance of blossoming spirituality and cooperation. President of Narayani Self-Helf 

Group, Smt. Pushpalata Atti expresses her deep emotion in support of circulatory spiritual and cultural reviews 

of the region which is brought up in different territory head quarters of villages (Grampanchayats) or populated 

villages as per choice of board members of the organization. Whereas president of Brundabati Self-Help Group, 

Smt. Rebati Behera gives emphasis and support to the organization on bringing closer to all workers and 

members of SHGs along with young college girls and boys of the Bonai region in workplace spirituality 

movement of Sarsara.  Teacher cum an artist of cultural team like Kirtan and Samprada, Hemanta Kumar 

Sahoo expresses his best wishes for spiritual participation to the women and recognizes the support of his wife 

Smt. Sumki Sahoo, who encourages and manages his all affaires regarding his activeness in family and 

workplace. Democratically elected public leader known as Sarapanch of Sarsara-Balang Gram-Panchayat Smt. 

Gitanjali Singdandpat in annual programme of November 2014 expresses her opinion in her speech in support 

of women awakening for spirituality being role model of the region in the world. She gives emphasis on the 

mother based development of society and expresses her deep emotion and personal feelings balancing family 

and her workplace life. For cooperation and conducting important meetings regarding decision making about 

next to next spiritual and cultural celebrations Mr. Birendra Kumar Badnaik actively plays role in 
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communicating people of the Western Bonai and various guests. People very deeply appreciate conducting of 

guests by Mr. Sushant Kumar Behera and accept the disciplinary guidelines maintained by Nrusinghacharan 

Bhoi.  During such celebration offering of sacred food known as prasad becomes an important duty of the 

organizers to distribute among people of such large gathering. However Mr. Kanhucharan Singdandpat takes the 

responsibility of management of distribution of sacred food to the devotees and participants along with common 

people in smooth manner. In every circle of villages in to spiritual cultural committee (Panchayat) 9 to 11 

members are elected by the people. The Board committee at Sarsara headquarter which comprises many circle 

committees contains 13 important elected members from different circles. These members take important 

decisions regarding spiritual and cultural movement and programmes. Last main programme of November 2014 

witnesses the participation of 59 different cultural teams while the regional programme of Sarsara-Balang of 

2015 witnesses participation of 36 different cultural teams. Participation of mothers of the region not only 

influences the movement but also encourages people a lot. Sarsara belongs to Bonai subdivision of Sundargarh 

district in Odisha state of India. Bonai is situated in coordinates with latitude 21.75
0 
N and longitude 84.97

0 
E. 

 

IV. Importance of participation of mothers 

During the age of value degradation this is very much important to teach young generation ethics and values. 

Mother is the first and the best teacher of a child as the Veda specifies. That is why society has more regard for 

a mother. Whether a mother may be literate or illiterate that does not matter. Many of her skills are learned by 

her sons and daughters. Later these help in managing their selves as well as their workplace life and work while 

they grow up. Mother has eternal quality of management and power of influence. She easily motivates and 

handles the children and thus she teaches well them the language of spirituality which comes in practice in 

workplace. A child learns doing devotion to God from mother after birth and which builds the resolve of his 

spiritual background. Mothers of Sarsara urge for strong spiritual movement even at work. They realize well the 

importance of time and actively participate for successful movement. Doing the sacred performances at home 

and at programme they specify and strengthen their role in such celebrations. Many authors highlight the 

participation of mothers in spiritual movements. The workplace spirituality movement which begins at early 

time of 1920s in United States also witnesses the active participation of women in many cases. Through such 

precious spiritual occasions mothers assure righteousness and virtues for all is definite. After deeply observing 

participation of mothers in Sarsara spiritual and cultural movement the researcher of this study realizes Mom as 

the Master of Management. The researcher of this study also proposes the Mother theory of Management as the 

new theory of ever green workplace spirituality management.  

A. Mother Theory of Management (MTM) 

A mother is a best teacher of multiple qualities and values. She is considered as double benefiter. Let us 

understand this theory named as Mother Theory of management with double meaning of each of the letter of 

this word, ‘mother.’ 

A.1. ‘M,’ stands for Manager and Management – Mother is the chief manager of a family. She manages 

every household affair, financial affairs and other family affaires, takes instant decisions for all family members 

and resolute the all types of conflicts among children and other members without doing any partiality. In Roman 

numeral system M stands for 1000 number. A mother daily faces thousands of affaires and obstacles with 

thousands of burdens but still easily manages family without altering in disturbances.  

A.2. ‘O,’ stands for origin and organizer – Mother is the origin of creation. God is our super mother. Earth is 

also worshiped as mother.  In a family the actual origin of management is either Mother or Mother-in-law. But 

exact origin is mother. The origin of nurturing children and age old persons, the origin of decision making, the 

origin of spiritual and cultural affairs of family and all things start from a mother. A mother is a nice organizer. 

As per necessity and as per demand of children she organizes many home based festivals, invites guests to home 

and serves friends of children and relatives. A mother organizes many meetings of home and social affairs and 

easily handles these. Even one illiterate mother easily manages and organizes many festivals and wins the hearts 

of children and others through her inborn and experienced skills. This really amazes but this is the reality. 

During organizing festivals for big gathering a mother prepares various delicious foods, cakes and many sweets 

alone and serves to all alone perfectly without feeling hesitation or tiredness. Restlessly she works the whole 

day.  

A.3. ‘T,’ stands for teaching and trainer – A mother is a best trainer of home affairs and other affaires related 

to life and work. Mother is the first trainer of management. She gives training well. Each action of a mother is a 

teaching to children. Knowingly or unknowingly children learn from mother. Whatever she does children follow 

it. If mother worships then children learn this art. All primary spiritual, cultural and social affairs are learnt from 

home only.  

A.4. ‘H,’ stands for Honour and Honesty – A mother always takes responsibilities of all and honours them 

equally. Mother is the Goddess of honesty. Whatever she teaches honestly teaches to children. Many children 

learn the art of honesty from their mothers only. Children learn the art of honouring others from home as taught 

by mom.  
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A.5. ‘E,’ stands for Earning and Endurance – All sources of earning come to mother. Although father does 

earning still mother also earns happiness for family. Through her selfless service and sacrifices she earns 

righteousness, virtues and happiness which are invisible in nature and distributes them to other family members. 

Mother is the Goddess of endurance. She has power of enduring all types of situations and hurdles come with 

her. Children who learn this power from mother sustain with stability in workplace while they grow.  

A.6. ‘R,’ stands for rights and righteousness: - A mother understands her right about decision making in 

family. She gives equal rights to all family members. She teaches children to take right decision and advices not 

to violate rights of others at any situations. Mother maintains righteousness in family guides all family members 

to walk in righteous path. Righteousness (Dharma) dwells in the palms of a mother with spiritual awakening and 

maintenance of purity. A mother is double benefits giver. Recognizing management principles of a mother we 

recognize the world properly.  Righteousness in workplace plays a major role always in life and mother 

understands this very well for service and recognition. Mother’s advice always contains sincere attributes to do 

well in life and state to maintain in life for children. Understanding work life balance gives right direction in life 

which we feel all here well. Importance of mother remains in higher state.  

B. Understanding of Mother Theory of Management with respect to Sarsara 

Each mother of Sarsara is a skilled manager cum motivator – Every mother before starting of the day does 

weak up early in the morning and cleans utensils, sweeps house premises, then has bath , performs spiritual 

rituals and prepares breakfast, distributes among all, then prepares meal, takes care of children, guests if come 

and participates in spiritual movements of the region. She skilfully manages the family and neighbours. Every 

mother of Sarsara is a smooth motivator. She can motivate children for education, for participation in social, 

cultural and spiritual affaires by encouraging and by her active participation.  

B.1. Each mother of Sarsara is originator cum organizer of sustainability – Each mother of Sarsara is 

current example of sustainable development as she creates the opportunity for sustainable development and 

adopts the path of spirituality as opportunity for this. She not only thinks for her current family but also 

preserves wealth and family cultural heritage for upcoming generations for her grandsons, great grandsons and 

great-great grand sons and so on. She has a far vision of future.  

B.2. Each mother of Sarsara is a self trained home based teacher – Each mother of Sarsara is trained by her 

own self and effort. She learns the art of teaching from her daily activities and teaches the values of faith and 

spirituality to manage life and work instantly with patience. Each mother gives training of selfless love and 

affection. She blesses all with her power of feelings instead of caste colour and religion. The valuable qualities 

are learnt from a mother of Sarsara. Her instant decision making skill promotes success.  

B.3. Each mother of Sarsara is honestly fortune maker and hard working – Each mother of Sarsara is very 

much honest. She works hard the whole day and makes her own fortune as well as fortune of the family. Her 

fortune is based on spiritual belief and work is on right mode. She becomes the example of perfect fortune 

maker by hard work which others learn. 

B.4. Each mother of Sarsara earns her livelihood by her labour and earns happiness – Each mother not 

only takes care of family but also does labour and earns her daily livelihood. She earns happiness through her 

faith, duty and labour and distributes among all in selfless manner. Her sacrifice for family and society is 

definitely notable. Her power of endurance allows her to sustain in any situation.  

B.5. Each mother of Sarsara favours righteousness and understands her rights – Understanding of rights is 

the essence of each mother in Sarsara and through this she maintains faith of righteousness, work of 

righteousness, and living life of righteousness. She teaches this righteousness through her actions and nourishes 

humanity in right manner.  

V. Discussing essence of this study 

Beloved father says to be instant fortune maker by practice of spirituality. Mothers are righteous pillars of 

society and milestones of spiritual practices.  Mothers and Kumaris have to surrender near God. By surrendering 

completely they live dedicated life and purity and righteousness become their essence of life. Kumaris can also 

well nourish society by instant power of pure motherhood within them. Mothers teach children for values and 

ethics and really they are true and chief managers. Mothers have eternal qualities of management and they 

influence children and others with strong motivation towards spirituality. Any spiritual movement succeeds 

while mothers actively participate. Mother’s teaching and training is unique in any action. Nobody can be equal 

to her. Sarsara expresses deep meaning on mothers as unique symbol of purity and spirituality with Divine 

remembrance. Spiritual and cultural movement carried out by people of Sarsara values more for management 

learning. Researcher of this study proposes the Mother Theory of Management (MTM) that highlights the 

importance of mothers and their influence in workplace spirituality movement of Sarsara and realizes the mother 

as the origin and master of management. A mother at a time is a true and skilled manager, a perfect trainer, 

symbol of righteousness and rights, hardworking and instant fortune maker. Sacrificing at any time she 

distributes happiness to all. Due to her participation in movement of spirituality humanity dwells in each step of 

life. Life has a definite meaning in workplace this we understand frequently.  
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VI. Conclusion 

Feeling mother’s emotion we learn the art of feeling others which helps us in our workplace a lot to feel co-

workers and provide cooperation. Children learn many skills from home and attitudes they show in workplace 

accordingly. Perfect manager can be a son or daughter who learns the art of management form his or her mother. 

Such study helps in revealing many qualities of mothers that help many people in learning and perception and in 

decision making. This study definitely guides managers to learn about mother’s quality at home and implement 

these in their workplaces while taking decision or handling risky situations. This study gives the benefit of 

handling majority of human resources in discipline by practice of spirituality and cultural awakening. Such 

study helps in increasing patience in workplace for managers. Employees who follow mother’s path at home 

show nice attitudes in workplace. Practice of workplace spirituality helps a lot for selfless service and to work 

without any attachment that is learnt from a mother. The role of mother in society while we study, we amazingly 

gain eternal essence of understanding the natural principles of management.  Certain purpose in workplace is 

well understood as to do selfless service through thought and action. Mind is well managed by spiritual 

practices.  In certain occasions spiritual festivals make us aware to remain alert for future practices and earnings 

of righteousness through beautiful art of working.  
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